Title word cross-reference


*droid [1674].

-Enabled [1852]. -long [2204].

//www.acm.org [1008].


360 [15]. 370 [160]. 3es/= [1008].

4.2BSD [370]. 4.3BSD [370].
50th [648, 745]. 50th-Anniversary [648].

68 [102].

7 [1222].

80/pubs/citations/journals/surveys/1998 [1008].
80/pubs/citations/journals/surveys/1998-30-3es/= [1008].
=

alphabet [1325]. alternative [1106]. Alternatives [1951]. Ambient [1357]. Amplification [120]. Analyses [221]. Analysis
[647, 821, 931, 932, 938, 941, 1004, 1145, 1222, 1367, 1414, 1425, 1465].
[1543, 1657, 1674, 1695, 1945, 2170, 2179]. Animal [1705]. Animation
[21, 444, 830, 851, 1134, 1142, 1153, 1154, 1161, 1174, 1278, 1326, 1398, 1419, 1611, 1674, 1762, 1793, 1795, 1880, 1965, 2139, 2140]. Application-based
[1095]. Appreciation [50]. Approach
[86, 133, 229, 246, 340, 469, 608, 780, 1146, 1397, 1586, 1694, 1932]. Approaches
[158, 242, 1078, 1187, 1617, 1794]. Approximately [988]. Approximation
[70, 359, 608, 637, 751, 770, 775, 776, 780, 1767]. Arts [23]. ASIC [1783].

Expressions [1917]. expressive [1194, 1309]. Extended [384, 1972].
Extending [1029, 1030, 1084]. extensible [955]. External [1191].
Extracting [1184]. Extraction [1145, 1228, 1251, 1899, 2013, 2207]. Eye
[1798]. Eye-Tracking [1798].

Fabius [1037]. Face [1224, 1371, 1560, 1703]. faces [1216]. Facets
[1210, 1571]. Facial [1818, 1917]. factorization [1388]. Factors
[109, 110, 454, 469, 489, 525, 1044, 1231, 1483, 1599, 1625, 1698, 1774, 1802, 1951, 2147, 2211]. Fault-Tolerance [1774]. Fault-Tolerant
[110, 469, 525, 1044, 1231, 1483, 1625, 2211]. Faults [1614]. Feature
[1247, 1434, 1789, 2163]. Feature-based [1247]. Features
[2192, 2212]. First [34, 861, 863, 1376, 1491, 1713]. First-Class [1713]. First-Order
[1491]. Fittest [619]. five [1174, 1210]. five-lecture [1210]. five-module
[1174]. flash [1241, 1474]. Flaws [546]. flexibility [969]. Flexible
[718, 874, 1099, 1173, 1424]. Floating [475, 491, 511, 512, 743].
Floating-Point [475, 491, 511, 512, 743]. Flow
[106, 388, 611, 730, 1360, 1362, 1367, 1700, 1711]. Flowcharting [25]. flows
[666, 1372]. fly [884]. focal [844]. focus [1286]. focused [1802]. Fog
Forensics [1347, 1467, 1627, 1839]. Forest [1841]. Forgotten [137, 138]. Fork
[1502]. Fork/Join [1502]. Form [21, 531, 1021, 1172]. Formal
[1197]. Formally [478]. Formatting [296]. Forum


Reconfiguration [1865]. reconstruction [1214].
Rectangles [428].
Rectification [1946]. Recoloring [1996].
Reducing [1794]. Reduction [504, 505, 1219, 1243, 1416, 1677]. Reducing [1794]. Reduction [504, 505, 1219, 1243, 1416, 1677].
Reduction [504, 505, 1219, 1243, 1416, 1677].
Reductions [266]. Reducing [1794]. Reduction [504, 505, 1219, 1243, 1416, 1677].
Reduced [2085]. Reduced [2085].
Redundant [640]. Redundantly [1288].
Reengineering [961].
Reference [1773].
Refinement [387, 1634].
Refinements [403]. Reflective [915].
Reflection [1491, 1899, 2207].
Relational [97, 100, 197, 384, 495, 499, 1283].
Relationships [1906]. Relative [2195].
Reliability [111, 542, 1155, 2018].
Reports [62, 227]. Reporting [1687].
Represent [2204]. Representation [270, 589, 591, 961, 1081, 2035].
Representations [179, 245, 428, 774, 1056, 1230, 1409, 1457, 1933].
Relation [1491, 1899, 2207]. Relational [97, 100, 197, 384, 495, 499, 1283]. Relationships [384, 726, 1135].
Relays [2189]. Relay-based [2189]. relevant [1043].
Relays [2189]. Relay-based [2189]. relevant [1043].
Remarks [211]. Remote [940, 1254, 1542, 1550].
Renamings [2093]. Rendering [682, 1542]. rendezvous [1308].
Renegotiation [1536]. Reorganization [212, 1298]. Repackaging [847].
Repair [1666, 1810]. repairing [1398]. Repetitive [2213, 2216].
Represent [2204]. Representation [270, 589, 591, 961, 1081, 2035].
Representations [179, 245, 428, 774, 1056, 1230, 1409, 1457, 1933].
Representing [590]. Reproducibility [1856]. Reputation [1307, 1582, 1590, 1743, 1894].


videoblogging [1321]. Vienna [46]. View
[20, 55, 237, 729, 875, 1023, 1214, 1231, 1897]. Viewing [170, 205]. Views [383].
Violations [1523]. Virtual
[27, 696, 865, 1056, 1197, 1387, 1417, 1458, 1566, 1604, 1668, 2056].
virtuality [824]. Virtualization [1400, 1423, 1621, 1730, 1936, 2087, 2097].
visualization [684, 785, 897, 1055, 1098, 1117, 1172, 1270]. Visualizing
[1038, 1637]. Vlogging [1321]. VLSI
Vulnerability [1751, 2096, 2212].

Watches [1862]. Watchmen [1862]. watermarking [1265]. wavelet [1327].
Way [2125]. WBAN [1698]. WBANs [2189]. Wearable
[1662, 1787, 1963, 2010, 2104, 2137, 2143]. Web [724, 862, 895, 975, 1064, 1071, 1109, 1117, 1123, 1127, 1173, 1177, 1203, 1209, 1223, 1226, 1233, 1276, 1296, 1301, 1321, 1335, 1432, 1506, 1588, 1596, 1708, 1734, 1750, 1793, 1866, 1880, 2066, 2164].
Web-based [1432]. Web-server [1203]. Welfare [1705]. Well [76].
Well-Structured [76]. We're [1964]. We've [1964]. Where
[618, 822, 1103, 1318, 1964]. Who [1862]. Wide [1117, 1226, 1291]. WiFi
[908]. Wireless
[420, 1047, 1048, 1051, 1569, 1918, 1934]. Workflow
[1160, 1433, 1835, 1846, 1974]. Workflow-Based [1846]. Workflows
Worst-Case [1938]. Worst-order [2195]. Write [443]. Writing [5].
WWW [622, 911]. www.acm.org [1008].

Xanadu [129]. Xanalogical [1125]. XDP [2067]. XL [1454]. XML
[1113, 1222, 1346, 1759]. XPath [1287].

Year [1571]. years [1227, 1376].

Ziv [1388]. zooming [1286].
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